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Abstract

An instrument to measure the momentum flux (total pressure) of plasma and neutral

particle jets onto a surface has been developed. While this instrument was developed for

magnetized plasmas, the concept works for non-magnetized plasmas as well. We have measured

forces as small as 10 -4 Newtons on a surface immersed in the plasma where small forces are due

to ionic and neutral particles with kinetic energies on the order of a few eV impacting the

surface. This instrument, a force sensor, uses a target plate (surface) that is immersed in the

plasma and connected to one end of an alumina rod while the opposite end of the alumina rod is

mechanically connected to a titanium beam on which four strain gauges are mounted. The force

on the target generates torque causing strain in the beam. The resulting strain measurements can

be correlated to a force on the target plate. The alumina rod electrically and thermally isolates the

target plate from the strain gauge beam and allows the strain gauges to be located out of the

plasma flow while also serving as a moment arm of several inches to increase the strain in the

beam at the strain gauge location. These force measurements correspond directly to momentum

flux and may be used with known plasma conditions to place boundaries on the kinetic energies

of the plasma and neutral particles. The force measurements may also be used to infer thrust

produced by a plasma propulsive device. Stainless steel, titanium, molybdenum, and aluminum
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flat target plates have been used. Momentum flux measurements of H2, D2, He, and Ar plasmas

produced in a magnetized plasma device have been performed.



I. Introduction

To better understand the characteristics of a combined flow of neutral and charged

particles onto a solid surface, an instrument was developed to measure the momentum flux from

neutral and plasma jets. Electrostatic probes may be used to determine the particle and energy

fluxes locally in the plasma. However, complications caused by collision processes such as

charge exchange limit the calculation accuracy of the momentum flux or pressure onto the solid

surface using the particle and energy flux data. Direct measurement of the momentum flux

affords the surface interactions such as particle and energy reflections from the surface to be

evaluated. The momentum flux data, with heat flux data, may be used to deduce information

about the plasma-surface interaction. The forces measured from these plasma / neutral jets range

from 10 -4 to 10 -_ Newtons with ionic impact energies on the order of 10 eV. A force of 0.27

Newtons can be measured with this instrument before the linearity of the strain gauges is

compromised.

While this instrument was built for and tested in magnetized plasmas, the concept also

works for non-magnetized plasmas. The target size or the plasma wetted area may be varied to

measure momentum flux at different radial positions of the beam giving a radial profile. Given

certain assumptions, the momentum flux data may also be used to infer thrust from the exhaust

of a plasma thruster such as the Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR).

II. Concept and Construction

The momentum flux measuring instrument uses uniaxial strain gauges to sense the force

on a target plate. Although strain gauges have been used in pressure gauges and force sensors for

many years, the application of semi-conductor strain gauges to sense pressure or momentum flux



of aplasmaflow is unique.Anotherinstrumentusingacapacitancemanometerhasbeen

developedthatmeasuresplasmamomentumflux but theconstructionis notablydifferentfrom

theinstrumentdescribedin thisarticle2.Thestraingaugeapproachallowsfor easierintegration

into theexistingtestfacility andallowsfor moreversatileuseof the instrument.

Thetargetplateis immersedin theplasmawhile thestraingaugesmustbelocated

outsidetheplasmaflow or mustbeshielded.Thestraingaugesin this instrumentareplaced

outsidetheplasmaflow asshownin Fig. 1.An aluminarod is usedto electricallyandthermally

isolatethetargetplatefrom thestraingaugecomponentsincethetargetis placedin theplasma

flow whereit is heatedandelectricallycharged.Besidesproviding insulation,thealuminarod

alsoservesasamomentarmandincreasesthestrainin thetitaniumbeamfor agivenforceasthe

rod lengthis increased.

Straingaugesmountedto the6AL-4V titaniumbeamareusedto determinethestrainin

thetitanium.A calibrationis requiredto correlatethestrainin thebeamto theforceof the

plasmaon thetarget.Thetitaniumbeamalsoservesasthemountinginterfacebetweentheforce

sensorandarigid mount.Mechanicalclampsareusedto providerigid connectionsbetweenthe

titaniumbeamandthealuminarodandalsobetweenthetargetandthealuminarod.These

clampswereusedinsteadof epoxyor otheradhesiveto allow thetargetsandrodsto bechanged

for differenttestconditions.

Thebeammadeof 6AL-4V titanium,is schematicallyshownin Fig. 2 with thestrain

gaugesattached.Thedesignof thebeamenhancesthestressat thestraingaugelocationby

reducingtheareamomentof inertiaof thecrosssection.This is accomplishedbyplacingtwo

holesin thebeam,oneoneachsideof thetwo pairsof straingauges.Thestressconcentrationis



not uniformoverthe lengthof thestraingaugesbut thiseffectis accountedfor by calibration.

Themomentof areais givenby
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where b = 2.0 mm and h = 1.6 mm as observed in Fig. 2. Using the two holes on each side of

the strain gauges to reduce b from 12.7 mm to 2.0 mm, the moment of area is reduced by 82%.

The stress in the titanium beam at the strain gauges location is given by,

My
O---m

I (2)

where M is the bending moment, y is the distance from the neutral axis, and I is the moment

of area about the neutral axis. The strain, e, is then related to the stress, o', via Hooke's Law

which states,

O"
E--m

E (3)

where E is Young's tensile modulus and for titanium, E = 1.14x10 tl Pa. This value of Young's

modulus was considered constant for the duration of the tests since the temperature of the beam

was measured and determined to remain at ambient temperture.

Assuming a force of nine milli-Newtons (0.002 pounds) applied perpendicularly to the

target 21.6 cm from the strain gauges, the bending moment is calculated to be 0.0019 Nm. The

bending stress is then calculated to be

o"- My _ (O.O019)x (0.00080)
I 6.8x10__ 3 = 2.27 MPa. (4)

Equation (2) is used to calculate the strain,

2.27 MPa
= 20 micro-strains.

1.14x105 MPa (5)



For aforceof onemilli-Newton thestrainbecomes2.2micro-strains.A micro-strainis defined

asastrainof 10 -6 meters/meter.

One criterion for selecting strain gauges is the micro-strain range expected for the

application. The strain gauges tested were semiconductor strain gauges manufactured and

mounted by Micron Instruments, Simi Valley, California 3. The gauge material is Czochralski

pulled boron doped silicon. The leads from the strain gauges to the solder pad are 0.05 mm

diameter gold wires which are 12.7 mm long. The strain gauge is 1.5 mm long, 0.15 mm wide,

and 0.01 mm thick. The linearity of these gauges is quoted to be better than +.25% up to 600

micro-strains. The resistance of the gauges at 26 degrees C is 1,125 + 75 Ohms and the gauge

factor is 155 + 10. The schematic of the strain gauge placement and numbering are shown in Fig.

3. The four gauges are labelled RI, R2, R3, and R4 and act as resistors in the electrical circuit. 4 It

is the change in resistance of the strain gauge as a function of strain that allows a change in

voltage output to be correlated to a force on the target.

Using the Wheatstone bridge configuration as in Fig. 3, the output voltage may be

correlated to the input voltage by 5

Vout Vn( R2)+ R, R,+R: (6)

The gauge factor, GF, is a measure of the change in resistance of the strain gauge for a given

strain where 5

AR1

GF = _-- (7)Re

Consider the strain caused by the force of nine milliNewtons on the target. The change in

resistance of the strain gauge is given by



AR=(R)(GF)(c)

=(1125)(155)(20×10-6)=3.5_2. (8)

Using Equation (6) and providing an input (excitation) voltage of 10 VDC, the change in output

(signal) voltage as a result of the applied force is expected to be 31 mY. By using the

Wheatstone bridge configuration, torsion of the beam about the vertical axis is cancelled by the

bridge action. 6

A frequency of approximately 10.8 Hz was noticed in the raw data output from the strain

gauge. Due to the geometric complexity of the titanium beam holding the strain gauges, the

spring constant of the titanium beam was determined experimentally. To determine the spring

constant of the system and verify that 10.8 Hz is the natural frequency of the mechanical system,

the strain gauge beam was externally excited without the alumina rod and metal target attached.

The force sensor data were then used to determine a torsional spring constant for the titanium

beam on which the strain gauges were mounted. As can be seen in Fig. 4 the dominant frequency

for the beam after being excited and under no load was measured to be approximately 600 Hz.

Using the frequency observed in Fig. 4 the torsional spring constant, k, was calculated using the

model outlined in Fig. 5. The alumina rod is assumed rigid based on the stiffness of alumina.

Also the instrument is mounted with the alumina rod nearly parallel to the local gravity vector.

Using the moment equation about point O,

Mo = Io0", (9)

where

_-'M o =-kO-W_sin(O) (10)

The second term in Equation (10) is very small compared to the first and will be neglected.

Therefore,



-kO = Io0" (11)

or

0"= k 0 (12)
I 0 •

The solution of this equation has the form,

0 = Acos(cot + i_) (13)

where A and _5are constants determined by initial conditions. The initial conditions may be

chosen to allow A = 1 and 6 = 0 giving,

0 j' = --0.)20
(14)

Combining equations (12) and (14) gives

k = 09210 (15)

where c0=2rtf and f is the frequency measured in the experiment. The inertia is calculated by

assuming the beam from the strain gauges to the end of the beam is rigid and rotates about the

axis of the strain gauges, that is point O in Fig. 5. The mass of this portion of the beam is product

of the volume of this portion of the beam and the density of titanium 6AL-4V. The moment of

inertia is given by

-. 1 2Io -iTm(a + 4b 2) (16)

where a = .15 cm and b = 3 cm. This gives

Io = 8gr'cmZ (17)

Therefore, the torsional spring constant is given by

k = (2_f) 21o = 1 IN. m (18)

where f=600 Hz.



Usingthegeometryin Fig. 5 to calculatethemomentof inertiaof thealuminarodaboutthe

point Ogives

2

Io = 3,104gr. cm (19)

Using this value and calculating the expected natural frequency gives

f --- m
1 .7 = 29.9Hz

2_  11o (20)

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the measured frequency is 28.8 Hz.

The same method was used with the target attached to compare the calculated and

measured frequencies. The calculated natural frequency for the sensor with the target attached is

10.3 Hz. As seen in Fig. 7 the measured frequency is 10.8 Hz.

III. Calibration

The calibration method used gravity and known masses to apply known forces to the

force sensor. The calibration setup is shown in Fig. 8. Output from the force sensor was collected

using several different masses. The string was attached at one end to the rear of the target and the

other end was fastened to a rigid structure. The string length was varied until the section of string

between the calibrated mass and the rigid structure was at an angle of 45 degrees to the

horizontal and the section of string between the mass and target was parallel to the horizontal.

The curves plotted using the collected data revealed a linear relationship between the

force applied and the signal output of the sensor. A typical calibration curve is shown in Fig. 9.

The calibration setup inside the vacuum chamber (not at vacuum) is shown in Fig. 10 with the

force sensor in the test position. The discrete data points represented by the data markers are the

actual data while the line represents the trend.
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IV. Momentum flux derivation

This instrument was used in the exhaust of the Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma

Rocket (VASIMR) test facility. This facility also has electrostatic probes near the momentum-

measuring probe which provide useful plasma conditions such as electron density and

temperature as well as the ion flow velocity. Since electrostatic probes only measure plasma

properties, there is no method for determining the neutral energies from electrostatic probes.

Using the derivation below, the expected momentum flux from the charged particles may be

calculated from the electrostatic probe data. The momentum equation along the axial direction

(perpendicular to the target plate) for the charged particles is

d (miniv 2 + P, + pe)= 0 (21)
dx

where ionization and collisions are neglected in the exhaust and the electron thermal velocity is

much larger than the electron flow velocity. 7 The electrostatic pressure may be included but the

effect averages to zero when the electrostatic pressure on the downstream side of the probe is

considered. Also, the electric field can not exert a net force on the plasma since the plasma is

quasi-neutral. The electric field at the floating plate tends to reflect electrons and accelerate ions

toward the plate with equal and opposite forces. Equation (21) then leads to

min_v2 + Pi + Pe = const. (22)

where pi = nkT_ and Pe = nkTe" To evaluate the constant consider a control volume such that the

control volume extends far upstream into plasma. Let this location be at the electrostatic probe

axial location where the electron temperature, density, and ion velocity maybe determined and

assume T, = 0. Therefore, p_ = 0 and

1) 2
nilmi il + nelkTel = const. (23)
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At thefloating plate, Pe ---0 since most electrons are reflected due to the sheath electric field, E.

Therefore,

2 = nelkTe I + 2nip mi vip nii mi vi (24)

at the plate. The subscript 1 refers to the electrostatic probe axial location and the subscript p

refers to the plate axial location. The ion momentum flux to the solid surface defined as

dP 2

dt = nipmiVip (25)

is obtained from equation (24),

dP 122 nelkTel -t- 122
dt- nipmi ip = nilmi il. (26)

Therefore the net pressure (force per unit area) on the plate is

V 2Pp = nelkTel + rlilmi il (27)

The radial density profile may be also be determined for the electrostatic probes and

integrated across the radius to determine the expected net force on the target plate from the

charged particles. The momentum flux, however, from the neutral particles for the conditions of

the existing experiment reveal force contributions to be less than 10% of the momentum flux due

to the charged particles.

Momentum and energy flux from sputtered particles were neglected in the above

derivation since the threshold energy for sputterning to exist is 21.8 eV for the titanium target

and the impact energy of the ions is approximately 15 to 20 eV. One effect on the upstream

plasma from the titanium target is due to the reflection of electrons toward the upstream direction

by the floating potential of the target. Momentum and energy reflection of the impacting

particles was determined to be negligable to first order based on the particle and energy

reflection coefficients determined by Stangeby. 7
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Anotherconcernis theeffectof theneutralbackgrounddensityon theplasmabetween

theplasmasourceandthemomentumflux target.Themomentumflux targetis locatedaxially

downstreamin a magneticnozzleregionof theexistingexperiment.Themeanfreepathfor

chargeexchangecollisions is changing,gettingshorter,throughouttheplasmapulsesincethe

neutralbackgrounddensityis increasingduringthepulse.Thevacuumpumpingcapacityis

inadequateto maintainthe low vacuumatthegasflowratesusedin theexperiment.

V. Experimental Demonstration

The plasma used in this experiment was generated using a helicon s.ource that uses radio

frequency waves to heat electrons to ionization energies. The force on the target plate as

determined from the strain gauge output is shown in Fig. 11. The data has been filtered to

suppress the natural frequency of the system. The initial force rise occurring slightly prior to 0.5

seconds is due to the helium gas flow being turned on. The rise in force occurring at 0.75

seconds is due to the plasma being turned on via the helicon antenna operating at 13.56 MHz.

The plasma shot lasts two seconds. The titanium target immersed in plasma is shown in Fig. 12.

VI. Conclusion

While strain gauges have been used in similar applications to detect larger forces,

application of this technique to detect the small forces from a flowing plasma was not previously

available. We have refined a typical strain gauge technique to include these non-trivially small

forces and to account for the electrical and thermal noise associated with the plasma generation

technique. This instrument has been demonstrated and compared to force values calculated from

plasma parameters with good correlation. The details and physics of momentum and heat flux

measurements applicable to the plasma thruster will be submitted in a subsequent article.
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FIG. 1.Momentumflux sensor

FIG.2. Detailsof titaniumbeamandstraingaugeplacement

FIG. 3. a)Schematicof straingaugelocationandb)numberingof straingaugesin

Wheatstonebridgeconfiguration

FIG.4. Responseof straingaugeswithexcitationof titaniumbeamonly

FIG. 5.Model of forcesensorshowingforceswith momentsandbendingaxisaboutpoint O

FIG. 6.Responseof straingaugeswith aluminarodattachedto titaniumbeam

FIG.7. Responseof straingaugeswith aluminrod andtargetattachedto titaniumbeam(test

configuration)

FIG. 8.Calibrationscheme.Mass,m,wasvariedto generatecalibrationcurve

FIG.9. Typical calibrationcurvefor forcesensorusingknownforcesappliedto forcetarget

FIG. 10.In-chambercalibrationof forcesensor

FIG. 11.Forcedatafor heliumplasmaimpacting5 cm diametertarget

FIG. 12.Momentumflux titaniumtargetin plasmaflow
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FIG. 1. Momentum flux sensor
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configuration
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FIG. 5. Model of force sensor showing forces with moments and bending axis about point O.
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\ FI and F2 are the tension forces

in the string with 172 being the

force on the target plate
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FIG. 8. Calibration scheme. Mass, m, was varied to generate calibration curve
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FIG. 9. Typical calibration curve for force sensor using known forces applied to force target
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FIG. 10. In-chamber calibration of force sensor
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FIG. 12. Momentum flux, titanium target in plasma flow


